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 John Austin was the main exponent of imperative theory of the law.

 John Austin is titled as the father of the analytical School and also the father of the
English Jurisprudence.

 He was born on 3rd March 1790 and at the age of 16 joined the army and served as
an army officer for five years until 1812.

 In 1818 after accomplished his law studies started practicing as lawyer. He
practicing for seven years but without success.

 In 1826, he was appointed to the chair of jurisprudence in the University of London.

 Thereafter, he left for Germany to study first hand knowledge of Roman Law in
Heidelberg.

 He returned to England in 1829 and delivered series of lectures on Jurisprudence.
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 In 1832, his lectures on jurisprudence were published under the title of “Province
of Jurisprudence Determined”.

 In 1833 he was appointed as a member of the First Criminal Law Commission and
soon resigned. Similarly also resigned professorship in 1835.

 He was appointed as one of the commissioners to inquire into the government and
administration of Malta in 1836 and died in 1859.

 Austin applied the analytical method and he confined his study only to the ‘positive
law’ i.e., law actually exists or“law as it is”.

 Austin started the scientific arrangement of laws because he was highly influenced
by the scientific treatment of Roman Law.
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 The Imperative Theory of Law was propounded by John Austin. Thus this theory is
also known as Austinian theory of law.

 Allen prefers to call Austin’s school as imperative school because law is treated as
command of Sovereign.

 The Imperative Theory of law is based on an understanding of law which is free of
moralistic notions and merely a collection of empirical rules.

 According to Austin, “If a determinate human superior, not in the habit of
obedience to a like superior, receive habitual obedience from the bulk of a given
society, and that society (including the superior) is a society political and
independent. Further more, every positive law simply and strictly: so-called, is
set, directly or circuitously, by a sovereign person or body to a member or
members of the independent political society wherein that person or body is
sovereign or supreme.”
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 In other words the law has a sovereign authority and there can be no law without
the Sovereign.

 According to Austin, “the law is the command of the sovereign imposing duty
which is enforceable by sanction”. Thus, there are four elements of Positive law:

 Command- Command is an expression which as law or form of order issued by a
political superior to an inferior that what one shall do or forebear from doing.

According to Austin there are two types of command are:

1. General Command: Those command which are issued for the guidance of a
whole community are known as general command. These command must also be
continuous and lawful.

2. Particular Command: Particular command are issued for the guidance of a
particular community or individual.

 In the view of Austin, a command to be a law must be general and not particular.
So, only general commands are law.
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 Sovereign- A person or a body who has supreme power or authority. He is above
or superior to all others and receives habitual obedience from the subjects, but
does not habitually obedience any other person or institution.

 Duty- Law is to be obeyed by person to whom the order is given has a legal duty
to obey it . In case of disobedience must be punished.

 Sanction- Sanction means penalty. If law is not obeyed, there is fear of
punishment. It is the sole of positive law.
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Law

Laws Properly 
so called

Divine Law   
(Laws set by 
God to men)

Human Law 
(Laws set by 
men to men)

Positive Law                  
(Laws set by men to men 

as Political superior)

Positive Morality        

(Laws set by men not as 
Political superior)

Laws 
Improperly so 

called

Law by 
Analogy

Law by 
Metaphor
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 Austin defined law as “a rule laid down for he guidance of an intelligent being by
an intelligent being having power over them”.

 He classified law into two parts:

1. Law Properly so called- According to Austin Proper law or Law Properly so
called means Positive law which is “the aggregate of rules set by man as
politically superior to men as politically inferior subjects”.

2. Law Improperly so called- Austin described morals and other laws as law
Improperly so called. Further divides law improperly so called into two parts
namely:

a) Law by Analogy; and

b) Law by Metaphor.
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 Austin further divided Law Properly so called or Proper law into two parts:

1. Divine Law- It means Laws set by divine power or God for men.

2. Human law- It means laws made by men for men. It is also known as Man made
laws.

Again Human Law is divided into two heads namely:

a) Positive law- It refers that laws set by men to men as political superior or
jurisprudence of a right conferred in such superior.

b) Positive Morality- It means that laws set by men not as political superior. He
said it is not a proper law but it is a law by analogy.
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 According to Austin, there are three exceptions of his theory. They are:

1. Declaratory Laws:- These laws are not command because they are already
exists and are passed only to explain the law which is already in force.

2. Laws of Repeal:- These laws are the revocation of a command. That is why not
such laws are not treated as command.

3. Laws of imperfect obligation:- According to Austin theory law must be
accompanied by duty and sanction for its enforcement but there is no sanction
attached to duty. Therefore, they are not treated as command.
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 Austin’s theory of imperative law has been criticized by several jurists Jethrow
Brown, Bryce, Olivecrona and others.

 The grounds on which the theory of Austin has been criticized are following:-

 Command overstressed: Austinian theory has been criticized by Olivecrona on
its over emphasis on command as an inevitable constituent of law. He said in
modern progressive democracies law as an expression of the general will of the
people.

 Customs ignored: Austin’s theory that “law is the command of sovereign” is
ignored the historical evaluation of law.

 Sovereign not bound by duty: In the view of Austin law must be positive law that
was set by a political superior or sovereign. Sovereign could not be bound by duty.
But Jethro Brown contended that the sovereign could well be bound by a duty
towards his subjects
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 Permissive character of law: Austin describes only those laws which are
permissive in character and confer privileges.

 No place for Judge made laws: According to Austin, laws are exclusively
command of sovereign or laws set by political superior. Judges have no power to
made laws.

 Ignorance of inter-relation between Law and Morality: The major crux of
Austinian theory is the separation of law from morals. He completely denies any
relationship between law and morals. Dr. Jethro Brown observed, “even the most
despotic legislator cannot think of or act without availing himself of the spirit of his
race and time”.
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 International law treated as merely morality: International laws are treated as
mere positive morality because Austin pointed out that there is lack of sanction. At
present International laws plays an significant role in maintaining peace globally.

 Sanction alone is not a means to impose duty: In the view of Austin only
sanction can induces a person to obey the law. However there are many other
considerations such as fear, deterrence and so on.
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